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My client Andy is a guy, so when asking him questions about what he wanted in his house the things he 
shouted out were really masculine & luxurious. he asked for a variety of things in his home to create unity. 
His style to me fitted best with contemporary decor. The colors he wanted were orange, brown & blue. I 
designed a living room, master bedroom and a backyard. I tried my best to execute what he wanted, and this 
is what I came up with. 

In the living room, I think I achieved the masculine yet luxurious look very well, by using a strong brown 
leather color for majority seating besides the one white chair I have that creates a clean look for the room. 
The 2 windows show symmetrical balance on the back wall because there at an equal width. The brick wall I 
have in the back is an example of line and the table next to the couch shows proportion. I show emphasis by 
having the clock right in the middle of the brick wall.

In the master bedroom I continue the look. The accent wall I have shows repetition with the striped lines, the 
room shows an asymmetrical balance because things on the wall are not equal on both sides. I show unity 
but also variety with the decorative printed pillows on the bed. 

And finally the backyard. my client wanted a fun but at the same time relaxing backyard I incorporated many 
things to try and achieve this. The fence shows rhythm because it leads someone's eye straight across the 
back of the yard, Because there's a pool in the backyard majority of the flooring is concrete but I installed a 
small area of turf for playing soccer as my client requested. The texture of turf is way more pleasing than 
grass and now he won't need to get his grass cut. There's plenty of space for seating and relaxing.


